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Background:!The!massive!increase!in!COVID-19!infection!had!generated!a!second!wave!in!India!during!May–June!
2021!with!a!critical!pandemic!situation.!The!Delta!variant!(B.1.617.2)!was!a!signi"cant!factor!during!the!second!
wave.!Conversely,!the!UK!had!passed!through!the!crucial!phase!of!the!pandemic!from!November!to!December!
2020!due!to!B.1.1.7.!The!study!tried!to!comprehend!the!pandemic!response!in!the!UK!and!India!to!the!spread!of!
the!B.1.1.7!(Alpha,!UK)!variant!and!B.1.617.2!(Delta,!India)!variant.!
Methods:!This!study!was!performed!in!three!directions!to!understand!the!pandemic!response!of!the!two!emerging!
variants.! First,! we! served! comparative! genomics,! such! as! genome! sequence! submission! patterns,! mutational!
landscapes,! and! structural! landscapes! of! signi"cant! mutations! (N501Y,! D614G,! L452R,! E484Q,! and! P681R).!
Second,! we! performed! evolutionary! epidemiology! using! molecular! phylogenetics,! scatter! plots! of! the! cluster!
evaluation,!country-wise!transmission!pattern,!and!frequency!pattern.!Third,!the!receptor!binding!pattern!was!
analyzed!using!the!Wuhan!reference!strain!and!the!other!two!variants.!
Results:!The!study!analyzed!the!country-wise!and!region-wise!genome!sequences!and!their!submission!pattern,!
molecular! phylogenetics,! scatter! plot! of! the! cluster! evaluation,! country-wise! geographical! distribution! and!
transmission!pattern,!frequency!pattern,!entropy!diversity,!and!mutational!landscape!of!the!two!variants.!The!
structural!pattern!was!analyzed!in!the!N501Y,!D614G!L452R,!E484Q,!and!P681R!mutations.!The!study!found!
increased!molecular!interactivity!between!hACE2-RBD!binding!of!B.1.1.7!and!B.1.617.2!compared!to!the!Wuhan!
reference!strain.!Our!receptor!binding!analysis!showed!a!similar!indication!pattern!for!hACE2-RBD!of!these!two!
variants.! However,! B.1.617.2! offers! slightly! better! stability! in! the! hACE2-RBD! binding! pattern! through! MD!
simulation!than!B.1.1.7.!
Conclusion:! The! increased! hACE2-RBD! binding! pattern! of! B.1.1.7! and! B.1.617.2! might! help! to! increase! the!
infectivity!compared!to!the!Wuhan!reference!strain.!!!
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1. Introduction!

100%!higher!(Volz!et!al.,!2021).!In!addition,!another!study!showed!a!
high! proportion! of! infections! (>80%)! among! patients! due! to! B.1.1.7!
(Graham! et! al.,! 2021).! Grint! et! al.! observed! that! B.1.1.7! may! be!
responsible!for!the!augmented!death!rate!among!patients!(Grint!et!al.,!
2021).!Therefore,!due!to!the!high!risk,!the!variant!was!also!declared!as!
VOC! by! the! CDC,! USA! (Centers! for! Disease! Control! and! Prevention,!
2021),! WHO! (WHO,! 2020),! and! ECDC! (ECDC,! 2021c).! The! ECDC!
demonstrated!that!this!variant!might!cause!a!higher!possibility!of!hospitalization!and!ICU!admission!(ECDC,!2021c).!The!variant!has!signi"cant!mutations.!One!primary!mutation!is!N501Y,!which!is!located!in!the!
RBD.! Ostrov! also! con"rmed! this! signi"cant! mutation! associated! with!
B.1.1.7! (N501Y),! which! increased! the! binding! ability! between! the!
S-glycoprotein!and!ACE2!(Angiotensin-Converting!Enzyme!2)!receptor!
(Ostrov,!2021).!Widera!et!al.!found!a!high!viral!load!in!patients!infected!
with!B.1.1.7!variant!having!the!same!mutation!(Widera!et!al.,!2021).!A!
decreased!af"nity!was!observed!in!B.1.1.7!variant!S-glycoprotein!and!
neutralizing!mAbs!(monoclonal!antibodies)!due!to!the!mutation!(N501Y!
substitution)! (Cheng! et! al.,! 2021).! The! variant! has! another! mutation,!
P681H,!located!outside!the!RBD!and!near!the!furin!cleavage!site!(S1/S2!
furin! cleavage)! (Lubinski! et! al.,! 2021).! The! D614G! mutation,! also!
observed!in!S-glycoprotein,!was!reported!in!this!variant!and!was!related!
to!increased!infectivity!and!virion!density!(Zhang!et!al.,!2020).!
Several! single-molecule! drugs! and! several! combination! therapies!
were!assessed!to!comprehend!the!treatment!strategies!against!COVID-!
19.!In!this!direction,!numerous!small!to!major!clinical!trials!were!performed,!and!the!signi"cant!clinical!trials!are!ACTT-1,!ACTT-2,!ACTT-3,!
ACTT-4! study! group! RECOVERY! trials,!etc.! Several! single! drug! molecules! were! assessed! like! ritonavir/lopinavir,! hydroxychloroquine,!
remdesivir,!favipiravir,!dexamethasone,!ivermectin,!and!heparin.!At!the!
same!time,!several!immunotherapeutic!drugs!were!also!evaluated,!such!
as! interferons,! baricitinib,! mavrilimumab,! and! tocilizumab.! Some! clinicians! also! used! convalescent! plasma! therapy! to! treat! COVID-19!patients.! It! has! been! noted! that! single! dosages! therapy! or! combination!
therapy!of!remdesivir,!dexamethasone,!baricitinib,!tofacitinib,!tocilizumab,! and! sarilumab! might! provide! better! results! against! hospitalized!
COVID-19! patients! (Chakraborty! et! al.,! 2021b;! Alam! et! al.,! 2021).!
Simultaneously,!several!vaccines!have!been!approved!for!the!immunization!against!the!SARS!CoV-2!virus.!Among!the!vaccines,!DNA,!mRNA,!
protein,! and! attenuated! vaccines! are! important! platforms! for! vaccine!
development.! The! signi"cant! vaccines! are! Johnson! and! Johnson,!
AstraZeneca/Oxford! vaccine,! Moderna,! P"zer/BioNTech,! Sinopharm,!
Sinovac,!COVAXIN,! and! Covovax!(Chakraborty! et! al.,! 2021c;! Chakraborty!et!al.,!2021d;!Chakraborty!et!al.,!2021e).!Due!to!the!continuous!
generation!of!variants,!some!major!issues!are!different!escape!or!resistance! abilities! such! as! immune! escape,! nAb! escape,! partial! vaccine!
escape,!and!therapeutic!resistance.!Developing!a!new!drug!or!vaccine!
that!can!protect!against!these!signi"cant!variants!and!their!mutations!is!
necessary.! Therefore,! to! understand! the! signi"cant! variants! and! their!
major! mutations,! comparative! genomics! epidemiological! and! evolutionary!epidemiology!properties!are!necessary!for!new!therapeutic!and!
vaccine!development!to!combat!the!variants.!This!study!was!aimed!in!
three! directions! to! comprehend! the! biological! and! epidemiological!
properties!of!two!emerging!variants,!namely!B.1.1.7!(Alpha,!UK!origin)!
and!B.1.617.2!(Delta,!India!origin).The!"rst!aim!was!to!comprehend!the!
comparative! genomics! such! as! country-wise! and! region-wise! genome!
sequences!and!their!submission!patterns,! the!mutational!landscape!of!
two!variants,!and!the!structural!landscape!of!signi"cant!mutations!such!
as!N501Y,!D614G,!L452R,!E484Q,!and!P681R!of!these!two!variants.!The!
second! aim! was! to! evaluate! the! evolutionary! epidemiology,! such! as!
molecular!phylogenetics,!the!molecular!clock!of!the!evolution,!country-!
wise!geographical!distribution,!and!transmission!pattern.!The!third!aim!
was! to! analyze! the! receptor! binding! interaction,! such! as! molecular!
docking! analysis,! calculation! of! binding! free! energy,! and! molecular!
dynamics! simulation! to! understand! the! hACE2! receptor-RBD!
interactions.!

India!has!passed!through!a!massive!pandemic.!A!severe!increase!in!
the! number! of! infected! cases! has! been! observed! since! March! 2021,!
which!has!created!the!current!COVID-19!surge!in!India.!New!COVID-19!
patients!were!approximately!273,810!(as!of!April!19,!2021)!in!a!single!
day,! the! maximum! number! of! daily! cases! recorded! from! daily! data!
worldwide.!This!incident!set!a!new!record!during!the!pandemic!(Mallapaty,!2021).!A!sudden!increase!in!infection!and!death!cases!resulted!in!
the!second!wave!and!a!massive!public!health!crisis!in!India.!At!present,!
this!is!an!international!concern!(Rubin!et!al.,!2021;!Thiagarajan,!2021).!
At!"rst,!a!sudden!rise!in!infection!cases!was!observed!in!Maharashtra!
(India)in!March!2021.!During!that!period,!Indian!scientists!attempted!to!
determine!the!biological!cause!of!the!spread!of!the!infection.!They!found!
that!one!variant!might!be!responsible!for!the!sudden!burst!in!the!cases.!A!
distinct!B.1.617.2!variant!was!identi"ed!from!India!with!three!signi"cant! mutations! in! spike! proteins! from! the! genome! sequence! (Chakraborty!et!al.,!2021a).!Now!the!variant!is!circulating!throughout!the!globe,!
and!the!dominance!of!the!B.1.617.2!variant!is!noted!in!several!countries!
(Bhattacharya!et!al.,!2021a).!The!identi"ed!three!important!mutations!
were! L452R,! E484Q,! and! P681R!(Cherian! et! al.,!2021).! Among! these!
three!mutations,!L452R!and!E484Q!are!located!in!the!RBD!region.!The!
B.1.617.2!variant!was!primarily!identi"ed!in!December!2020!in!India!
(WHO,!2020).!This!B.1.617.2!variant!is!a!signi"cant!variant!in!India!and!
is!currently!circulating.!It!is!claimed!that!this!variant!is!associated!with!
more! infections! and! is! linked! with! India’s! current! COVID-19! surge,!
which! is! regarded! as! the! second! wave! of! COVID-19! (Vaidyanathan,!
2021).! B.1.617.2! variant! has! spread! to! approximately! 50! nations,!
including!Singapore,!the!UK,!the!USA,!Germany,!and!Australia.!
Due! to! its! high! spreading! capacity! and! increased! infectivity,! the!
ECDC!declared!B.1.617.2!as!a!variant!of!concern!(VOC)(ECDC,!2021a).!
However,!the!WHO!af"rmed!B.1.617.2!variant!as!a!variant!of!interest!
(VOI)!(WHO,!2020).!The!CDC,!USA,!described!the!B.1.617.2!variant!as!
VOI! (Centers! for! Disease! Control! and! Prevention,! 2021).! Several!
B.1.617.2!variant!sequences!were!uploaded!to!the!GISAID!database!from!
different!countries.!Most!of!the!sequences!were!gathered!from!India!and!
other!countries!such!as!the!UK,!Singapore,!and!the!USA!(Rambaut!et!al.,!
2020).!Three!distinct!sub-lineages!were!observed!within!B.1.617.!The!
"rst!sub-lineage!is!B.1.617.1,!the!second!sub-lineage!is!B.1.617.2,!and!
the! third! sub-lineage! is! B.1.617.3.! Some! signi"cant! mutations! were!
associated! with! spike! protein! alteration! within! B.1.617.2.! The! major!
mutations! observed! were! L452R,! E484Q,! and! P681R! (ECDC,! 2021a,!
ECDC,!2021b).!L452R!is!related!to!a!reduction!in!therapeutic!antibodies!
and! is! associated! with! neutralization!using!convalescent! plasma.!This!
mutation!is!also!associated!with!increased!transmissibility!(Deng!et!al.,!
2021).! While,! E484Q! has! been! reported! to! decrease! neutralization! in!
convalescent!sera!(Jangra!et!al.,!2021).!Furthermore,!the!P681R!mutation! is! located! outside! the! RBD,! near! the! furin! cleavage! site! of! the!
S-glycoprotein.!This!mutation!may!be!associated!with!cell!entrance!and!
infectivity!(Afrin!et!al.,!2021;!Cherian!et!al.,!2021).!Another!signi"cant!
mutation,!D614G,!was!reported!by!researchers!and!was!found!outside!
the!RBD!(Zhang!et!al.,!2020).!However,!more!scienti"c!data!are!needed!
regarding!variant!B.1.617.2,!such!as!the!transmissibility!and!reproduction! number! (R0)! variant,! the! possibility! for! hospitalization! and! ICU!
admission,! more! structural! detail! in! the! mutation! site,! and! receptor!
binding!pattern.!
Another!more!infective!and!rapidly!spreading!variant!of!SARS-CoV-2!
is! B.1.1.7! (Graham! et! al.,! 2021).! This! variant! was! "rst! observed! in!
different! places!in! the!UK!and! spread! to!122! countries!(Andrew! Banchich,!2021;!Volz!et!al.,!2021).!Volz!et!al.!collected!whole-genome!SARS-!
CoV-2! sequences! from! the! UK.! They! identi"ed! 9134! VOC! sequences!
from!London,!4413!VOC!sequences!from!East!England,!and!5,609,413!
VOC! sequences! from! southeast! England.! In! addition,! they! identi"ed!
52,795!non-VOC!genomes.!They!observed!that!VOCs!had!spread!widely!
across!England.!This!variant’s!reproduction!number!(R0)!is!higher!than!
other!variants.!The!study!reported!that!the!R0! of!this!variant!was!50%–
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(hACE2)!and!RBD!of!SARS-CoV-2!in!the!Wuhan!strain!(PDB!ID:!6VW1)!
and! more! infective! variants! such! as! B.1.1.7! (PDB! ID:! 7BWJ)! and!
B.1.617.2! were! predicted.! The! Wuhan! strain! was! used! for! molecular!
docking!experiments,!and!the!infective!variants!were!used!for!comparative! analysis.! Using! UCSF! chimera! software,! the! PDB! "les! were! pre-!
processed! and! downloaded! from! the! RCSB! protein! data! bank! (Kouranov!et!al.,!2006).!The!S-glycoprotein!3D!structure!of!B.1.617.2!was!not!
found!in!the!RCSB!PDB.!Therefore,!the!generated!RDD!of!the!B.1.617.2!
variant!by!introducing!two!signi"cant!mutations!in!control!RBD,!452R!
and!E484Q.!The!molecular!docking!was!performed!using!the!HDOCK!
server!and!visualized!and!edited!the!PDB!structure!using!PyMOL!software.!The!HDOCK!server!predicts!the!binding!complexes!between!two!
molecules,!such!as!protein-protein!docking,!using!a!unique!hybrid!algorithm.! The! hybrid! algorithm! was! designed! using! a! template-based!
method! and! an! ab! initio! free! docking! modeling! server! (Yan! et! al.,!
2020;!De!Vries!et!al.,!2010;!Yan!et!al.,!2017).!

2. Material!and!methods!
2.1. Data!collection!
Data!was!collected!for!the!Wuhan!strain,!B.1.1.7!and!B.1.617.2,!from!
different! sources! such! as! NCBI,! CDC(USA),! (Control! and! Prevention,!
2021),! WHO! (WHO,! 2020),! and! ECDC! (ECDC,! 2021c).! Relevant! keywords!were!searched!in!several!signi"cant!databases!such!as!PubMed!
(Liu,!2020;!Zuo!et!al.,!2021),!Web!of!Science!(Farooq!et!al.,!2021),!and!
Google! Scholar.! Different! keywords! for! database! search! such! as!
“B.1.1.7,” “B.1.617.2,” “variants!of!interest!(VOI),” “variants!of!concern!
(VOC),” “variants!of!consequence” were!used!in!this!study.!
The!data!was!also!collected!using!several!databases!and!servers!such!
as! Github! and! Pango! lineages! (O’Toole! and! McCrone,! 2020),! Pango!
lineages!(O’Toole!et!al.,!2020),!SARS-CoV-2!resources!GISAID!(Velazquez!et!al.,!2020),!and!Nextstrain!server!(Had"eld!et!al.,!2018;!Nextstrain,!2020).!The!NextStrain!server!fetches!the!records!from!the!GISAID!
server.!All!the!data!were!obtained!from!the!different!servers!during!the!
"rst!week!of!July!2021.The!statistical!calculation!and!veri"cation!were!
performed! using! different! advanced! statistical! tools! and! techniques!
wherever! it! is! needed,! such! as! MATLAB,! and! PAST! 4.03! software!
(Hammer!et!al.,!2001;!MathWorks,!1992).!

2.5. Binding!free!energy!(BFE)!calculation!
In!this!study,!the!HawkDock!online!server!was!employed!to!evaluate!
the!BFE!of!our!docked!complexes!using!MM/GBSA!approaches!(Weng!
et!al.,!2019;!Chen!et!al.,!2016;).!For!MM/GBSA!analysis,!the!binding!free!
energy!(ΔGbind)!of!the!system!can!be!de"ned!as!a!change!in!free!energy,!
which!is!expressed!as!

2.2. Comparative!genomics,!evolutionary!epidemiology!analysis!
2.2.1. Country-wise!and!region-wise!genome!sequences!analysis!of!
B.1.617.2!and!B.1.1.7!and!their!submission!pattern!
For!analysis!of!genome!sequences!and!their!submission!pattern,!for!
these!two!variants,!we!used!servers!such!as!GitHub!and!Pango!lineages!
(O’Toole!and!McCrone,!2020),!Pango!lineages!(O’Toole!et!al.,!2020),!
and!GISAID!(Velazquez!et!al.,!2020).!

ΔGbind = ΔEMM + ΔGsolv –TΔS

(1)!

In! the! above,! ΔEMM! depicts! the! changes! in! the! MM! energy! of! the!
system,!ΔGsolv! indicates!changes!in!solvation!free!energy,!and!TΔS!denotes!the!total!system!binding!entropy.!Further!equations!calculate!how!
the!ΔEMM!energy!and!ΔGsolv!solvation!free!energy!are!obtained!from!the!
system.!The!equation!is!

2.2.2. Molecular!phylogenetics,!the!molecular!clock!of!evolution,!country-!
wise!transmission!prototype!and!geographical!positioning!B.1.617.2!and!
B.1.1.7!
Here,!we!used!servers!and!databases!like!Nextstrain!(Had"eld!et!al.,!
2018;! Rambaut! et! al.,! 2020)! and! GISAID! (Velazquez! et! al.,! 2020)! to!
analyze!the!molecular!phylogenetics,!the!molecular!clock!of!evolution,!
country-wise!geographical!distribution,!and!transmission!pattern,!and!
entropy!diversity!of!these!two!variants.!The!Nextstrain!server!is!used!to!
evaluate!a!pathogen’s!real-time!evolution!and!is!a!very!ef"cient!tool!for!
phylodynamics! analysis! (Had"eld! et! al.,! 2018).! At! the! same! time,!
GISAID!is!one!of!the!largest!genome!sequences!servers.!This!is!one!of!the!
signi"cant! resources! for! analyzing! SARS-CoV-2! variants! during! pandemics,! especially! for! VOC! and! VOI.! Several! scientists! have! used! the!
GISAID!to!analyze!the!millions!of!sequences!in!different!variants!such!as!
B.1.1.7! (Alpha;! originated! from! the! UK),! B.1.617.2! (Delta;! originated!
from!India),!P1!(Gamma;!originated!from!Brazil),!B.1.351!(Beta;!originated!from!South!Africa)!(Kalia!et!al.,!2021;!Zelenova!et!al.,!2021;!Khare!
et!al.,!2021).!The!classi"cation!methodology!as!proposed!by!Rambaut!
et!al.!(2020)!was!followed.!

ΔEMM = ΔEinternal + ΔEelectrostatic + ΔEvdw

(2)!

Where!ΔEinternal! is!the!change!in!internal!MM!energy,!ΔEelectrostatic! is!
the!change!in!electrostatic!energy,!and!ΔEvdw! is!the!change!in!van!der!
Waals!energy.!
ΔGsolv = ΔGGB + ΔGSA

(3)!

The! equation! represents! deviations! of! solvation! free! energy! combined!with!non-electrostatic!solvation!(ΔGSA)!and!energy!electrostatic!
solvation!(ΔGGB).!
2.6. Molecular!dynamics!simulation!(MDS)!
MDS!is!an!ef"cient!method!for!identifying!and!predicting!biological!
or!chemical!processes!at!the!atomic!level!(Cao!et!al.,!2017).!To!generate!
the!MDS!analysis,!the!NAMD!2.14b2_win64-multicore!software!package!
was!used!for!three!docked!complexes!(Kalé!et!al.,!1999;!Phillips!et!al.,!
2005;! Phillips! et! al.,! 2020;! Melo! et! al.,! 2018)! and! optimized! the! parameters! using! CHARMM22! and! CHARM36! all-atom! force! "eld!
(MacKerell!Jr!et!al.,!2000).!Protein!topologies!were!prepared!using!the!
psf! module,! water! solvation! was! prepared! around! the! complex! molecules,!and!equilibrated!TIP3P!(transferable!intermolecular!potential!3P)!
water!was!added!as!solvation.!After!that,!the!system!was!placed!at!least!
1.0! nm! from! the! box! edge,! and! 56! sodium! ions! and! 30! Cl! ions! were!
included! in! the! solvation! molecule,! which! was! used! to! neutralize! the!
solvated!protein!structure.!The!energy!minimization!of!the!system!uses!
the! NAMD! minimizer! of! 1000! steps! using! an! algorithm! called! the!
steepest!descent!algorithm.!The!system!equilibration!was!then!achieved!
in!two-step:!NVT!ensembles!and!NPT!ensembles!for!1000!ps.!MD!simulations!of!the!equilibrated!system!were!20!ns!(Timestep)!at!2!fs!speed.!
The! simulation! trajectories! were! analyzed! with! VMD! 1.9.3! graphic!
visualization!software!and!evaluated!with!some!other!types!of!secondary!
analysis!such!as!bond!angle,!dihedral,!etc.!(Humphrey!et!al.,!1996).!
The!entire!study!methodology!is!represented!through!a!#owchart!to!

2.3. Analysis!of!the!structural!landscape!of!signi"cant!mutations!such!as!
N501Y,!D614G!L452R,!E484Q,!and!P681R,!which!are!found!in!these!two!
variants!
The!COVID-3D!server!was!used!for!the!structural!analysis!of!significant! mutations! (N501Y,! D614G! L452R,! E484Q,! and! P681R)! in! two!
emerging! variants! (Portelli! et! al.,! 2020).! Subsequently,! the! GISAID!
database! (Velazquez! et! al.,!2020)!was! used!for! signi"cant!mutational!
landscape!analysis.!COVID-3D!server!is!used!to!analyze!and!visualize!the!
structural!landscape!of!genetic!variation!(Portelli!et!al.,!2020).!
2.4. Molecular!docking!analysis!
In! this! analysis,! the! binding! interaction! between! human! ACE2!
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Fig.!1. The!#owchart!of!the!study!methodology!and!schematic!diagram!of!the!S-protein!of!three!strains!(one!control!and!two!variants).!(A)!Flowchart!of!our!study!
methodology!that!describes!the!work#ow!in!three!directions!which!are!comparative!genomics,!evolutionary!epidemiology,!and!receptor!binding.!(B)!The!schematic!
diagram!shows!the!features!of!RBD!of!one!control!(Wuhan!strain)!and!two!variants!(B.1.617.2!and!B.1.1.7).!The!diagram!shows!signi"cant!mutations!in!B.1.1.7!
(N501Y,!D614G,!and!P681R)!and!B.1.617.2!(N501Y,!D614G,!L452R,!E484Q,!and!P681R)!(C).!Two!variants!(B.1.1.7!and!B.1.617.2)!and!their!pandemic!response!in!
their!country!of!origin.!B.1.1.7!(Alpha)!originated!in!the!UK,!and!it!is!responsible!for!the!second!wave!generation!in!the!UK!in!the!second!half!of!2020.!Similarly,!
B.1.617.2!(Delta)!is!originated!in!India,!and!the!variant!is!responsible!for!the!generation!second!wave!in!India!during!the!"rst!half!of!2021.!
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Fig.!2. Country-wise!and!region-wise!submitted!genome!sequences!pattern!of!two!variants.!(A)!Region-wise!submitted!genome!sequences!pattern!of!B.1.1.7.!(B)!
Region-wise!submitted!genome!sequences!pattern!of!B.1.617.2.!(C)!Country-wise!submitted!genome!sequences!number!of!B.1.1.7.!It!shows!the!maximum!sequences!
were! deposited! from! the! UK.! The! Scatter!plot! of! the!cluster!shows! the! dots!of! B.1.617.2,! located! in! the!upper! position! of! the!regression! line.! (D)! Country-wise!
submitted!genome!sequences!number!of!B.1.617.2.!It!also!shows!the!maximum!sequences!were!deposited!from!India.!

B.1.1.7!variant!indicates!that!this!variant!was!transmitted!to!different!
parts!of!the!world!from!the!UK.!
For!the!B.1.617.2!variant,!6732!genome!sequences!were!found!from!
India,! 63,629! genome! sequences! from! the! UK,! and! 4271! genome! sequences! from! the! USA.! The! study! shows! that! the! B.1.1.7! variant! is!
widely!spread!and!well-studied.!However,!this!B.1.617.2!variant!has!just!
started!to!spread!from!India!to!other!countries.!Probably,!this!is!the!time!
to!alert!other!countries!for!the!spared!of!the!B.1.617.2!variant.!

understand!the!overall!study!process!(Fig.!1A).!A!schematic!diagram!of!
two! variants! along! with! the! Wuhan! strain! is! illustrated! in! Fig.! 1B.!
Another!schematic!diagram!of!these!two!variants!and!their!pandemic!
response!is!depicted!in!Fig.!1C.!
3. Results!
3.1. Country-wise!and!region-wise!submitted!genome!sequences!number!
and!pattern!of!these!two!variants!

3.2. Molecular!phylogenetics!of!these!two!variants!

The! PANGO! lineage! data! shows! these! two! variants’ region-wise!
submitted! genome! sequence! pattern.! Data! indicates! that! more! sequences! were! submitted! for! the! B.1.1.7! (Fig.! 2A)! than! the! B.1.617.2!
variant!(Fig.!2B).!The!country-wise!submission!patterns!of!these!variants!
were! also! mapped.! Furthermore,! genome! sequences! for! the! B.1.1.7!
(Fig.!2C)!compared!to!the!B.1.617.2!variant!were!also!found!(Fig.!2D).!
We! observed! the! highest! number! of! genome! sequences! for! B.1.1.7,!
submitted!from!various!places!in!the!UK!(247,549!nos),!and!the!second-!
highest! number! of! genome! sequences! for! this! variant! was! introduced!
from! the! USA! (175,511! nos).! The! genome! summation! pattern! of! the!

Molecular! phylogenetic! analysis! was! performed! using! the! genome!
sequences!of!these!two!variants.!A!radial!phylogenetic!tree!of!the!B.1.1.7!
variant!was!developed!using!890!sequences!between!September!2020!
and! May! 2021! (Fig.! 3A).! A! radial! phylogenetic! tree! of! the! B.1.617.2!
variant! used! 66! sequences! between! January! 2021! and! May! 2021!
(Fig.!3B).!
This!study!used!the!Nextstrain!server!and!GISAID!to!access!the!molecular! phylogenetics,! the! molecular! clock! of! evolution,! country-wise!
geographical! distribution,! transmission! pattern,! etc.,! two! variants.!
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Fig.!3. Evaluation!of!molecular!phylogenetics!and!scatter!plot!of!a!cluster!of!two!variants.!(A)!Radial!phylogenetic!tree!of!the!B.1.1.7!using!890!sequences.!(B)!Radial!
phylogenetic!tree!of!the!B.1.617.2!using!66!sequences.!(C)!Scatter!plot!of!a!cluster!of!the!B.1.1.7!using!890!sequences.!The!Scatter!plot!of!the!cluster!shows!the!dots!of!
B.1.1.7,!located!in!the!upper!position!of!the!regression!line.!
(d)!Scatter!plot!of!a!cluster!of!the!B.1.617.2!using!66!sequences.!The!Scatter!plot!of!the!cluster!shows!the!dots!of!B.1.617.2,!located!in!the!upper!position!of!the!
regression!line.!

Researchers!have!frequently!applied!these!two!servers!to!understand!the!
emergence! and! evolution! of! SARS-CoV-2! variants! (Islam! et! al.,! 2021;!
Alai!et!al.,!2021).!

transmitted!all!over!the!countries!of!the!European!Union,!different!parts!
of!the!USA,!and!Canada.!It!is!also!widespread!in!several!parts!of!South!
Africa,! Latin! America,! and! Asia.! It! also! got! transmitted! to! India,! Sri!
Lanka,! Australia,! and! the! Philippines.! The! geographical! distribution!
(divisional)! and! country-wise! transmission! pattern! of! the! B.1.617.2!
variant! is! also! depicted.! The! geographical! spread! and! country-wise!
transmission!pattern!highlighting!B.1.617.2!in!Asia!are!represented!in!
Fig.! 4C! and! D,! respectively.! The! lineage! was! originated! in! India! and!
transmitted!to! several!regions! of! the!UK,! the! USA,!and! some!parts!of!
South!Africa.!This!variant!also!got!transmitted!to!Australia,!Malaysia,!
and!Thailand.!

3.3. Molecular!clock!of!the!evolution!of!these!two!variants!
The! molecular! clock! estimation! was! performed! and! depicted! as!
scatter!plots,!showing!the!cluster!genome!samples!of!the!sampling!date!
and!estimated!mutation!with!regression!lines.!The!advanced!tools!estimated! the! substitution! rate! (23.948! substitutions! per! year).! The! molecular!clock!of!the!B.1.1.7!variant!using!1132!sequences!(Fig.!3C)!and!
the!B.1.617.2!variant!using!235!sequences!was!developed!(Fig.!3D).!The!
molecular! clock! was! generated! using! a! linear! regression! model.! This!
model!shows!the!sample!values!scatter!as!plots!that!are!spread!around!
the!regression!line.!The!plot!illustrates!the!general!patterns!of!the!molecular!clock!and!the!mutations!of!these!two!variants!through!the!plotted!
points.!

3.5. Entropy!diversity!of!each!nucleic!acid!position!throughout!the!
genome,!S-glycoprotein,!and!RBD!region!of!these!two!variants!
The!entropy!diversity!of!each!nucleic!acid!position!throughout!the!
genome!of!the!B.1.1.7!variant!in!a!frame!was!evaluated!(Fig.!5A).!The!
entropy!diversity!of!each!nucleic!acid!position!all!over!the!genome!of!the!
Delta!variant!in!a!frame!was!also!recorded!(Fig.!5B).!
Furthermore,!the!entropy!diversity!of!each!nucleic!acid!position!of!
the! S-glycoprotein! of! the! B.1.1.7! variant! was! developed,! shown! in!
Fig.! 5C.! The! entropy! diversity! of! each! nucleic! acid! position! of! the! S-!
glycoprotein!of!the!B.1.617.2!variant!was!also!evaluated!(Fig.!5D).!
Finally,!we!evaluated!the!entropy!diversity!of!each!nucleic!acid!position! in! the! RBD! region! of! the! B.1.1.7! variant! (Fig.! 5E).! We! also!

3.4. Speard!and!country-wise!transmission!prototype!of!these!two!variants!
The! geographical! distribution! (divisional)! and! country-wise! transmission!prototype!of!B.1.1.7!were!evaluated.!The!geographical!spread!
and!country-wise!transmission!prototype!highlighting!B.1.1.7!in!Europe!
are!represented!in!Fig.!4A!and!B,!respectively.!This!lineage!emerged!in!
the! UK.! From! the! transmission! model,! it! appears! that! the! variant! is!
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Fig.!4. Geographical!distribution!and!country-wise!transmission!pattern!of!the!two!variants.!(A)!Geographical!distribution!of!the!B.1.1.7.!(B)!Country-wise!transmission!pattern!of!the!B.1.1.7.!(C)!Geographical!distribution!of!the!B.1.617.2.!(D)!Country-wise!transmission!pattern!of!the!B.1.617.2.!
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Fig.!4.!(continued).!

evaluated!the!entropy!diversity!of!each!nucleic!acid!position!of!the!RBD!
region!of!the!B.1.617.2!variant!(Fig.!5F).!
We! found! the! maximum! entropy! of! each! nucleic! acid! position!
throughout!the!genome,!S-glycoprotein,!and!RBD!region!of!B.1.617.2,!
compared!to!B.1.1.7.!

D614G! mutation,! which! was! identi"ed! as! the! B.1.1.7! variant.! In! the!
D614G! structure,! the! amino! acid! changed! from! Asp614→Gly.! The!
structural!evaluation!of!the!D614G!mutation!was!performed,!showing!
different!forms!of!interactions.!In!this!variant!mutation,!the!molecular!
association! of! the! wild! type! (D614)! and! the! surrounding! residues! is!
shown!in!Fig.!7E.!At!the!same!time,!a!schematic!interrelation!diagram!
has!been!shown!to!depict!the!different!bond!formation!and!interaction!
between! the! wild! type! residue! (D614)! and! the! adjacent! residues!
(Fig.!7F).!Similarly,!the!mutant!type!residue!(G614)!and!its!interactions!
between!the!neighboring!residues!are!shown!in!Fig.!7G.!An!interrelation!
diagram!has!also!been!depicted!to!show!the!interaction!and!bond!formation! between! the! mutant! residue! (G614)! and! adjacent! residues!
(Fig.!7H).!
Furthermore,!the!L452R!mutation!was!evaluated,!which!was!identi"ed!in!B.1.617.2!variant.!In!the!L452R!structure,!the!amino!acid!was!
altered! from! Leu452→Arg.! Structural! analysis! of! the! L452R! mutation!
showed!different!forms!of!interactions.!In!this!variant,!the!interrelation!
between!the!wild-type!residue!(L452)!and!adjacent!residues!is!shown!in!
Fig.!8A.!Similarly,!we!have!drawn!a!schematic!interaction!diagram!between! the! wild-type! residue! (L452)! and! nearby! residues,! and! a! schematic! diagram! for! interrelation! is! shown! in! Fig.! 8B.! Again,! we! have!
shown! the! molecular! association! between! the! mutant! type! residue!
(R452)! and! surrounding! residues! (Fig.! 8C).! To! make! the! interaction!
clearer,!we!depicted!a!schematic!interaction!diagram!and!a!schematic!
interrelation! between! the! mutant! type! residue! (R452)! and! adjacent!
residues!(Fig.!8D).!
We! next! evaluated! the! E484Q! mutation,! which! was! identi"ed! in!
B.1.617.2!variant.!In!the!E484Q!structure,!the!amino!acid!changed!from!
Glu484→Gln.! Structural! analysis! of! the! E484Q! mutation! showed!
different!interactions!between!the!residues.!In!this!AA!variant!(E484Q),!
the!interaction!between!the!wild!type!(E484)!is!shown!in!Fig.!8E.!We!
have!drawn!a!schematic!representation!to!show!the!interaction!and!the!
bond! formation! between! the! wild! type! (E484)! and! nearby! residues!
(Fig.!8F).!Simultaneously,!we!have!also!shown!the!interrelation!between!
mutant!type!residue!(Q484)!and!adjacent!residues!in!Fig.!8G.!A!schematic!representation!was!developed!to!show!the!molecular!association!
among! the! mutant! type! residue! (Q484)! and! adjacent! residues,! and! a!
schematic!interaction!"gure!is!shown!in!Fig.!8H.!
Finally,!we!evaluated!the!P681R!mutation!identi"ed!in!the!B.1.617.2!
variant.! In! the! P681R! structure,! the! amino! acid! was! altered! from!
Pro681→Arg.!The!structural!analysis!of!P681R!showed!different!forms!of!
interactions! between! the! residues.! In! variant! P681R,! the! wild-type!

3.6. Mutational!landscape!of!S-glycoprotein!of!these!two!variants!
We!evaluated!the!mutational!landscape!of!all!mutations!in!these!two!
signi"cant!variants.!Based!on!the!results,!we!found!several!mutations!in!
a! different! positions! in! the! S-glycoprotein! of! the! B.1.1.7! variant!
(Fig.!6A).!We!found!nineteen!mutations!in!codon!70,!six!in!codon!501,!
and! two! in! codon! 614! in! this! variant.! Several! mutations! at! different!
positions! in! the! S-glycoprotein! of! the! B.1.617.2! variant! were! also!
observed!(Fig.!6B).!We!also!observed!"fteen!mutations!in!codon!142,!
one!mutation!in!codon!452,!one!mutation!in!codon!680,!and!"ve!mutations!in!codon!950!in!this!variant.!
3.7. The!structural!landscape!of!signi"cant!mutations!(N501Y,!D614G!
L452R,!E484Q,!and!P681R)!found!in!these!two!variants!
The! structural! landscape! of! mutation! analysis! revealed! signi"cant!
mutations,!such!as!N501Y,!D614G!L452R,!E484Q,!and!P681R,!which!are!
frequently!found!in!these!two!variants.!
We!evaluated!the!N501Y!mutation!in!the!UK!variant!(Alpha).!Within!
the!N501Y!structure,!the!amino!acid!was!altered!from!Asn501→Tyr.!The!
structural!analysis!of!N501Y!showed!different!forms!of!interactions!with!
other! residues! such! as! Q506! etc.! In! this! variant! mutation,! the! interactivity!among!the!other!residues!in!the!wild!form!(N501)!is!shown!in!
Fig.!7A.!Again,!we!have!shown!a!schematic!interaction!demonstrating!
the!interaction!of!the!wild!residue!via!different!bond!formations!with!the!
nearby!residues.!The!schematic!interaction!pattern!among!the!residues!
in!the!wild!form!(N501)!is!shown!in!Fig.!7B!and!displays!diverse!types!of!
interaction! with! different! types! of! bonds! with! other! nearby! residues.!
Likewise,!we!have!shown!the!interaction!of!the!mutant-type!residue!and!
its!molecular!interaction!with!the!other!residues.!The!mutant-type!residue!(Y501)!and!its!molecular!interaction!among!the!other!nearby!residues!are!shown!in!Fig.!7C.!The!schematic!diagram!shows!the!mutant-!
type! residue! (Y501)! and! its! interaction! among! the! other! nearby! residues! (Fig.! 7D).! It! extensively! shows! the! different! types! of! interaction!
with!different!types!of!bond!formation!among!other!nearby!residues.!
Again,!like!the!previous!point!AA!mutation,!we!also!evaluated!the!
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Fig.!5. Frequencies!of!two!variants!(A)!Entropy!diversity!of!each!nucleic!acid!position!throughout!the!genome!of!the!B.1.1.7.(B)!Entropy!diversity!of!each!nucleic!
acid!position!throughout!the!genome!of!the!B.1.617.2.!(C)The!entropy!diversity!of!each!nucleic!acid!position!of!S-glycoprotein!of!B.1.1.7.(D)!The!entropy!diversity!of!
each!nucleic!acid!position!of!S-glycoprotein!of!B.1.617.2.!(E)!The!entropy!diversity!of!each!nucleic!acid!position!of!the!RBD!region!of!the!B.1.1.7.!(F)!The!entropy!
diversity!of!each!nucleic!acid!position!of!the!RBD!region!of!the!B.1.617.2.!
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Fig.!5.!(continued).!

residue! (P681)! and! its! interrelation! with! other! residues! are! shown!in!
Fig.!8I.!Furthermore,!a!schematic!diagram!illustrates!the!molecular!association!among!the!wild-type!residue!(P681)!and!neighboring!residues!
(Fig.! 8J).! The! interactivity! between! the! residue! of! the! mutant! type!
(R681)!and!others!is!shown!in!Fig.!8K.!Simultaneously,!a!schematic!diagram! was! drawn! to! visualize! the! graphical! interaction! between! the!
mutant!type!residue!(R681)!and!other!residues!(Fig.!8L).!
COVID-3D! server! is! noteworthy! severer! to! analyze! the! mutational!
landscape.!Presently,!many!researchers!are!using!the!COVID-3D!server!
to!understand!the!mutational!landscape!of!SARS-CoV-2!variants.!Jacob!
et!al.!have!used!the!COVID-3D!server!in!their!mutational!assessment!of!
the! variants! and! apprehend! the! destabilizing! or! stabilizing! properties!
(Jacob! et! al.,!2020).!We!have! also!used! previously!to!understand!the!
mutational!residue!characteristics!of!the!SARS-CoV-2!variants!using!the!
COVID-3D!server!(Chakraborty!et!al.,!2021f).!

The!molecular!docking!study!shows!the!comparative!hydrogen!bonds!
formed!during!the!interaction!of!hACE2!and!RBD!residues!of!the!three!
variants! (Wuhan! strain,! Alpha! variant,! and! Delta! variant)! and! is! presented!in!Table!1.!The!study!showed!that!the!molecular!interactivity!of!
the!residues!of!hACE2!and!RBD!of!B.1.1.7!formed!more!hydrogen!bonds!
during!the!interaction!(12!numbers)!compared!to!the!B.1.617.2!variant!
(11!numbers).!
Molecular! docking! performed! by! the! HDOCK! server! revealed! that!
B.1.617.2! has! a! higher! binding! af"nity! (Fig.! 1B),! which! was! further!
analyzed! using! the! MM/GBSA! technique.! The! study! found! increased!
molecular! interactivity! between! hACE2-RBD! binding! of! B.1.1.7! and!
B.1.617.2!compared!to!the!Wuhan!reference!strain.!
In! this! study,! the! HDOCK! server! was! used! to! dock! the! RBD! and!
hACE2! residues! of! B.1.1.7.! and! B.1.617.2.! HDOCK! server! is! used! to!
perform! protein-protein! docking! very! frequently! by! researchers.!
Recently,! Calcagnile! et! al.! have! used! the! HDOCK! server! in! their! molecular! docking! study! to! understand! the! hACE2! gene! polymorphism,!
which!can!interfere!with!the!interaction!landscape!between!the!SARS-!
CoV-2! spike! and! hACE2! (Calcagnile! et! al.,! 2021).! Bhattacharya! et! al.!
have!used!the!HDOCK!server!in!several!studies!to!perform!the!protein-!
protein! interaction! (Bhattacharya! et! al.,! 2020a;! Bhattacharya! et! al.,!
2020b;!Bhattacharya!et!al.,!2021b;!Bhattacharya!et!al.,!2022a).!

3.8. Molecular!docking!analysis!
The!results!of!the!molecular!docking!analysis!of!the!Wuhan!strain!are!
illustrated!in!Fig.!9A!and!B.!Fig.!9A!represents!the!top!view!(zoom)!of!the!
interaction! between! hACE2! and! RBD! residues! of! the! Wuhan! strain.!
Fig.! 9B! depicts! the! bottom! view! (zoom)! of! the! interaction! between!
hACE2!and!RBD!residues!of!the!Wuhan!strain.!
The!molecular! docking!analysis! of!the! B.1.1.7!variant! is!shown!in!
Fig.! 9C! and! D.! Fig.! 9C! shows! the! top! view! (zoom)! of! the! interaction!
between! hACE2! residues! and! RBD! residues! of! the! B.1.1.7! variant.!
Similarly,!Fig.!9D!illustrates!the!bottom!view!(zoom)!of!the!interaction!
between!hACE2!and!RBD!residues!of!B.1.1.7.!
The! results! of! the! molecular! docking! evaluation! of! the! B.1.617.2!
variant! are! shown! in! Fig.! 9E! and! F.! Fig.! 9E! illustrates! the! top! view!
(zoom)!of!the!interaction!between!hACE2!residues!and!RBD!residues!of!
the!B.1.617.2!variant.!Simultaneously,!Fig.!9F!shows!the!bottom!view!
(zoom)!of!the!interaction!between!RBD!and!hACE2!residuesof!the!Delta!
variant.!

3.9. BFE!calculation!
The!HawkDock!is!a!server!for!online!docking!online.!A!freely!available!docking!server!uses!the!ATTRACT!docking!algorithm!to!calculate!
the!BFE!using!the!MM/GBSA!technique.!The!server!describes!the!free!
energy!of!binding!of!hACE2!and!RBD!of!the!three!strains.!The!predicted!
negative!score!of!binding!free!energy!indicates!that!the!binding!af"nity!
of! the! hACE2! and! RBD! residues! is! vital! for! these! two! variants.! The!
comparative!free!energies!of!the!binding!complexes!of!the!three!variants’ hACE2! residues! and! RBD!residues! are! shown! in!Table! 2.! It! was!
noted!that!the!lowest!negative!binding!free!energy!for!B.1.1.7!during!the!
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Fig.!6. Mutational!landscape!of!S-glycoprotein!of!two!variants.!(A)!Mutations!in!a!different!particular!position!in!the!S-glycoprotein!of!the!B.1.1.7.!(B)!Mutations!in!a!
different!position!in!the!S-glycoprotein!of!the!B.1.617.2.!

molecular! association! of! the! hACE2! residues! and! RBD! residues! is!
ΔGbind! = −64.27! and! ΔEvdw! = −104.01,! respectively.! Data! also!
revealed! an! increased! molecular! association! between! hACE2-RBD!
binding!of!these!two!variants!compared!to!the!Wuhan!reference!strain.!
In!this!study,!we!used!the!HawkDock!server!for!Binding!free!energy!
(BFE)!calculation!to!understand!the!binding!af"nity!of!the!hACE2!residues!and!RBD!residues!of!B.1.1.7!and!B.1.617.2!variants.!Several!scientists!have!used!the!HawkDock!server!to!calculate!BFE.!Akachar!et!al.!
have!used!the!HawkDock!server!to!understand!the!binding!ef"ciency!of!
newly! designed! peptides! inhibitors! against! spike! RBD! SARS-CoV-2!
(Akachar! et! al.,! 2020).! Parate! et! al.! (2021)! have! applied! the! HawkDock! server! to! illustrate! the! BFE! of! the! binding! interaction! of! the!
inhibitory!protein!of!Raf!Kinase!(Parate!et!al.,!2021).!Tallei!et!al.!used!
the!HawkDock!server!to!evaluate!the!BFE!to!understand!the!attachment!
of!a!fruit-derived!small!peptide.!It!has!been!noted!that!the!small!peptide!
can!restrain!the!attachment!of!variants!of!SARS-CoV-2!RBD!to!hACE2!
(Tallei!et!al.,!2022).!

from!the!initial!point!to!the!endpoint!(20!ns!of!simulations).!The!results!
of!RMSD!of!RBD-hACE2!of!Wuhan!strain!(1.2!± 0.34!nm),!RBD-hACE2!
of! B.1.17! variant! (1.0! ± 0.25! nm),! and! RBD-hACE2! of! B.1.617.2!
variant! (1.1! ± 0.12! nm),! are! shown! in! Fig.! 10B.! After! analyzing! the!
deviations! and! #uctuations! within! the! complex,! the! hydrogen! bond!
count!was!evaluated!for!the!RBD-hACE2!complex!for!all!three!variants.!
We!observed!that!the!Wuhan!strain!formed!a!hydrogen!bond!between!
RBD-hACE2!(10!± 3),!followed!by!the!B.1.617.2!variant!(13!± 2),!the!
highest! number! of! hydrogen! bonds! present! in! this! analysis,! and! the!
B.1.1.7!variant!formed!11!± 4!hydrogen!bonds!from!all!the!three!MDS!
analyses,!respectively,!(Fig.!10C).!A!similar!hydrogen!bond!pattern!was!
noted!between!the!RBD-hACE2!formations!in!these!two!variants.!
Here,!we!used!the!NAMD!server!to!perform!the!MD!simulation!and!
illustrate!the!molecular!dynamics!of!B.1.617.2!RBD-hACE2!and!B.1.1.7!
RBD-hACE2.!Several!researchers!are!using!the!NAMD!server!to!perform!
the!MD!simulation!during!the!simulation!performance.!Baral!et!al.!have!
also!performed!an!MD!simulation!of!B.1.617.2!RBD-neutralizing!Abs!and!
RBD-ACE2! to! understand! the! RBD-neutralizing! Abs! interactions! and!
RBD-ACE2! interactions! of! the! Delta! variant! using! the! NAMD! server!
(Baral!et!al.,!2021).!Chakraborty!et!al.!have!used!the!MD!simulation!to!
access!the!molecular!interaction!prototype!of!Spike!RBD!and!hACE2!of!
SARS-CoV-2!using!the!NAMD!server!(Chakraborty!et!al.,!2021h).!

3.10. Molecular!dynamics!simulation!
The!RMSF,!RMSD,!and!the!quantity!of!hydrogen!bonding!were!estimated!using!the!MDS!trajectories!of!all!three!variants.!The!Wuhan!strain!
RBD-hACE2!complex!and!the!developed!and!equilibrated!RBDs!of!these!
two!variants!were!simulated!for!20!ns.!The!average!RMSF!of!the!Wuhan!
RBD-hACE2! complex! was! 1.5! ± 0.85! nm,! and! the! average! RMSF! of!
B.1.1.7!variant!RBD-hACE2!complex!protein!was!1.68!± 0.99!nm,!the!
average!RMSF!of!B.1.617.2!variant!RBD-hACE2!complex!was!1.26!± 0.4!
nm!(Fig.!10A).!During!the!evaluation!process!of!RMSD,!it!was!observed!
that!all!these!complexes!showed!a!parallel!deviation!of!about!1.1!nm!

4. Discussion!
Several!variants!have!been!generated!from!time!to!time!and!circulated!worldwide.!The!signi"cant!variants!are!B.1.1.7!(Alpha;!originated!
from! the! UK),! B.1.617.2! (Delta;! originated! from! India),! P1! (Gamma;!
originated! from! Brazil),! and! B.1.351! (Beta;! originated! from! South!
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Fig.!7. The!structural!landscape!of!signi"cant!mutations!of!the!B.1.1.7.!(A)!Molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!wild-type!N501Y!mutation.!(B)!The!
schematic!diagram!shows!the!molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!wild-type!N501Y!mutation.!(C)!Molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!
mutant!type!N501Y!mutation.!(D)!The!schematic!diagram!shows!the!molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!mutant!type!N501Y!mutation.!(E)!Molecular!
association!between!the!residues!in!the!wild-type!D614G!mutation.!(F)!The!schematic!diagram!shows!the!molecular!association!between!the!residues!of!wild!type!
D614G!mutation.!(G)!Molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!mutant!type!D614G!mutation.!(H)!The!schematic!diagram!shows!the!molecular!association!
between!the!residues!of!mutant!type!D614G!mutation.!
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Fig.!8. The!structural!landscape!of!signi"cant!mutations!of!the!B.1.617.2.!(A)!Molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!wild-type!L452R!mutation.!(B)!The!
schematic!diagram!shows!the!molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!wild-type!L452R!mutation.!(C)!Molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!
mutant!type!L452R!mutation.!(D)!The!schematic!diagram!shows!the!molecular!association!between!the!residues!of!mutant!type!L452R!mutation.!(E)!Molecular!
association!between!the!residues!in!the!wild-type!E484Q!mutation.!(F)!The!schematic!diagram!shows!the!molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!wild-type!
E484Q!mutation.!(G)!Molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!mutant!type!E484Q!mutation.!(H)!The!schematic!diagram!shows!the!molecular!association!
between!the!residues!of!mutant!type!E484Q!mutation.!(I)!Molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!wild-type!P681R!mutation.!(J)!The!schematic!diagram!
shows!the!molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!wild-type!P681R!mutation.!(K)!Molecular!association!between!the!residues!in!the!mutant!type!P681R!
mutation.!(L)!The!schematic!diagram!shows!the!molecular!association!between!the!residues!of!mutant!type!P681R!mutation.!

country!(Wilton!et!al.,!2021).!It!also!got!transferred!to!other!countries!
like!the!USA!(Galloway!et!al.,!2021).!The!mutated!variants!may!show!
signi"cant!differences!in!epidemiological!patterns,!such!as!reinfection!
possibility,!severity,!and!transmissibility.!The!variant!was!observed!with!
some! signi"cant! mutations! in! spike! protein! (Cherian! et! al.,! 2021).!
Comparative! genomics! assessment! of! these! two! variants! has! revealed!
speci"c!unique!mutations,!such!as!N501Y,!D614G!L452R,!E484Q,!and!
P681R!in!the!S-glycoprotein.!Several!scientists!have!illustrated!several!
mutations! from! time! to! time! and! described! their! signi"cance! in! the!
pandemic! situation! (Harvey! et! al.,! 2021;! Mohammadi! et! al.,! 2021).!

Africa).! However,! several! other! variants! have! been! reported! in! other!
regions!(Chakraborty!et!al.,!2021a;!Chakraborty!et!al.,!2021f;!Chakraborty! et! al.,! 2021g;! Chakraborty! et! al.,! 2021h;! Bhattacharya! et! al.,!
2021b).The! recent!one!is! Omicron! which! was! "rst!observed! in! South!
Africa! (Mohapatra!et!al.,!2022).!However,! among!these!variants,!two!
variants!(Delta!and!Alpha)!have!a!signi"cant!role!at!a!certain!time!point!
of!the!pandemic!period!and!increased!the!infection,!which!generated!a!
new!wave!in!both!the!countries!(UK!and!India)!(Fig.!1c).!B.1.1.7!was!
noted! to! increase! SARS-CoV-2! infection! in! the! UK! during! 2020!
September/October,! which! is! circulating! in! different! places! in! the!
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Fig.!9. The!diagram!shows!the!protein-protein!docking!complexes!of!hACE2!and!RBD.!The!hACE2!is!colored!by!cyan,!and!its!interacting!RBD!domains!are!colored!by!
purple.!Comparison!of!the!binding!interaction!of!residues!of!RBD!and!hACE2!of!Wuhan!strain!and!other!two!variants.!(A)!Top!zoom!view!of!the!interaction!between!
RBD!and!hACE2!residues!of!the!Wuhan!strain.!(B)!Bottom!zoom!view!of!the!interaction!between!RBD!and!hACE2!residues!of!the!Wuhan!strain.!(C)!Top!zoom!view!
interaction!between!RBD!and!hACE2!residues!of!B.1.1.7!variant.!(D)!The!bottom!zoom!view!of!the!interaction!between!RBD!and!hACE2!residues!of!B.1.1.7!variant!
and!yellow!color!stick!represent!the!mutation!of!N501Y.!(E)!The!top!zoom!view!of!the!interaction!between!RBD!and!hACE2!residues!of!B.1.617.2!variant!and!yellow!
color!stick!represent!the!mutation!of!L452R!and!E484Q.!(F)!Bottom!zoom!view!of!the!interaction!between!RBD!and!hACE2!residues!of!B.1.617!variant.!
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Fig.!9.!(continued).!
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Table!1!
Comparative! analysis! of! hydrogen! bonds! formed! during! the! interaction! of!
hACE2!and!RBD!residues!of!one!control!and!two!variants.!!
Sl.!
no.!

Variant!

Number!of!
hydrogen!bonds!
(H-bonds)!

Residues!involve!in!
hydrogen!bond!
(ACE2_Spike!
protein)!

Hydrogen!
bond!length!

1!

Wuhan!
strain!

9!

2!

B.1.1.7!(UK)!
variant!

11!

3!

B.1.617!
(Indian)!
variant!

10!

TYR83-ASN487!
ASP30-LYS417!
ASP38-TYR449!
GLN42-TYR449!
GLN42-GLy446!
TYR41-THR500!
LYS353-GLY496!
LYS353-GLY502!
ASP355-THR500!
GLN24-ASN487!
TYR83-ASN487!
ASP30-LYS417!
GLU35-GLN493!
ASP38-TYR449!
GLN42-TYR449!
GLN42-GLy446!
TYR41-THR500!
LYS353-GLY496!
LYS353-GLY502!
LYS353-TYR501!
GLN24-ASN487!
TYR83-ASN487!
ASP30-LYS417!
GLU35-GLN493!
ASP38-TYR449!
GLN42-TYR449!
GLN42-GLy446!
TYR41-THR500!
LYS353-GLY496!
LYS353-GLY502!

2.302!Å!
2.423!Å!
2.369!Å!
2.582!Å!
2.885!Å!
2.553!Å!
2.734!Å!
2.703!Å!
3.529!Å!
2.688!Å!
2.788!Å!
2.905!Å!
3.132!Å!
2.695!Å!
2.778!Å!
3.244!Å!
2.707!Å!
3.084!Å!
2.784!Å!
2.766!Å!
2.688!Å!
2.788!Å!
2.905!Å!
3.132!Å!
2.695!Å!
2.788!Å!
3.244!Å!
2.707!Å!
3.084!Å!
2.784!Å!!

B.1.1.7!variant!(RBD!N501Y!mutation),!and!VOI!B.1.617.2!variant!of!the!
spike!protein!(RBD!double!mutations!L452R,!E484Q).!Our!study!illustrated!a!similar!binding!pattern!of!these!two!variants,!which!might!play!
a! crucial! role! in! the! entry! of! these! viruses! into! the! cell! and! thereby!
infection.! A! stable! binding! pattern! was! noted! for! the! binding! of! the!
B.1.617.2!variant,!which!may!help!explain!the!more!infectious!property!
of!the!variant.!Therefore,!this!study!will!help!understand!the!variants’
infectivity!and!their!public!health!importance.!
Molecular!dynamics!(MD)!simulation!patterns!and!structural!mutational! landscape! data! help! understand! the! variants’ infectivity! (Khan!
et! al.,! 2021).! Our! previous! study! analyzed! the! MD! simulation! of! the!
interaction!of!human!ACE2!and!the!RBD!region!of!S-glycoprotein!with!
the! Wuhan! strain! (Chakraborty! et! al.,! 2021k).! In! this! study,! the! MD!
simulation!of!the!human!ACE2!and!the!RBD!of!the!Wuhan!strain!showed!
a! very! similar! pattern! as! observed! previously! (Chakraborty! et! al.,!
2021k).!The!MD!simulation!pattern!of!the!B.1.617.2!variant!showed!a!
more!stable!binding!than!the!Alpha!variant.!The!RMSF!results!showed!
that!the!variant!was!more!stable!in!most!residues;!however,!some!#uctuations!were!noted!from!412!to!472.!
Furthermore,!the!RMSD!showed!more!or!less!stability!throughout!the!
simulation.!However,!one!small!peak!was!noted!between!13!and!14!ns.!
The!Delta!variant!showed!a!few!more!H-bonds!than!the!Alpha!variant!
and!Wuhan!strain!during!MD!simulation,!and!this!may!provide!a!more!
stable!binding!in!the!B.1.617.2!variant.!Simultaneously,!these!variants!
formed!11H-bonds!during!residue!interactions!with!RBD!and!receptor!
binding!(hACE2).!This!variant!formed!one!more!hydrogen!bond!during!
the! interaction! than! the! Wuhan! strain! (10H-bonds).! Similarly,! the!
B.1.1.7!variant!formed!one!more!hydrogen!bond!during!the!interaction!
(12H-bonds)! than! the! B.1.617.2! variant.! The! free! energy! calculations!
con"rmed!the!increased!binding!pattern!of!ACE2!and!spike!RBD!to!these!
two! variants.! Our! comparative! binding! study! of! RBD! and! receptor!
binding! (hACE2)! will! help! comprehend! all! binding! properties! and!
further!understand!epidemiological!patterns!such!as!transmissibility!and!
reinfection!possibility.!
The!L452R!mutation,!found!in!the!B.1.617.2!variant,!is!linked!with!
increased!transmissibility.!This!mutation!was!detected!in!other!variants,!
B.1.429/! B.1.427! (VOI),! which! is! also! related! to! augmented! transmissibility.!This!mutation!shows!a!moderate!reduction!in!neutralization!
in!post-vaccination!sera!and!the!generation!of!a!few!monoclonal!antibodies!(Centers!for!Disease!Control!and!Prevention,!2021;!World!Health!
Organization,!2021).!We!also!analyzed!the!genome!submission!pattern!
of!the!B.1.617.2!variant!from!the!GISAID!server.!The!increased!sequence!
submission!pattern!of!the!Delta!variant!suggests!that!this!variant!is!more!
dominant!and!has!a!higher!growth!rate!than!other!circulating!variants!in!
India! (Rambaut! et! al.,! 2020:! O’Toole! et! al.,! 2020;).! The! variant! with!
increased! transmissibility! might! be! one! of! the! signi"cant! factors!
contributing!to!the!second!wave!generation!in!India,!along!with!other!
factors!(Chakraborty!et!al.,!2021i).!
Molecular!recognition!of!proteins!is!essential!in!molecular!biology,!
which!helps!administer!protein-ligand!interactions.!Therefore,!the!entropy!landscape!of!a!protein!is!an!important!factor!in!understanding!the!
receptor-ligand!binding!properties!of!a!protein!(Caro!et!al.,!2017).!Researchers!are!trying!to!understand!the!entropy!of!the!RNA!genome.!It!has!
been!observed!that!conformational!entropy!is!useful!to!develop!the!RNA!
secondary!structures!from!the!RNA!sequences!(Garcia-Martin!and!Clote,!
2015;! Manzourolajdad! and! Arnold,! 2015).! Our! previous! studies! have!
described!the!entropy!at!different!positions!of!the!nucleotides!in!the!wild!
strain! of! SARS-CoV-2! and! recent! variants! like! Omicron! (Chakraborty!
et!al.,!2021f;!Bhattacharya!et!al.,!2022b).!In!this!study,!we!found!more!
entropy! at! different! positions! in! the! B.1.617.2! variant! nucleotides!
compared!to!B.1.1.7.!Like,!RNA!entropy,!the!entropy!of!a!protein!also!
helps! to! understand! several! protein! characteristics! like! protein-ligand!
interaction.!Consecutively,!higher!entropy!was!noted!in!various!places!
in! the! nucleotides! of! S-glycoprotein! in! the! B.1.617.2! variant.! More!

Table!2!
Comparative!evaluation!of!binding!free!energy!using!MM/GBSA!method.!Here!
we!used!one!control!and!two!variants!of!the!RBD-hACE2!complex.!!
Energy!components!(kcal/!
mol)!

Wuhan!spike_!
variant_hACE2!

B.1.617!spike_!
variant_hACE2!

B.1.1.7!spike_!
variant_hACE2!

Binding!free!energy!
(ΔGbind)!
Van!der!Waal!energy!
(ΔEvdw)!
Electrostatic!energy!
(ΔEelectrostatic)!
Electrostatic!solvation!
energy!(ΔGGB)!
Non-electrostatic!solvation!
energy(ΔGSA)!

−59.71!

−64!

−64.27!

−99.84!

−99.6!

−104.01!

−662.07!

−1084.18!

−672.78!

715.29!

1132.7!

725.93!

−13.09!

−12.93!

−13.41!!

N501Y,!D614G!L452R,!and!E484Q!mutations!are!reported!as!signi"cant!
mutations! in! different! variants! in! SARS-CoV-2.! Some! mutations! are!
responsible! for! immune! escape,! antibody! escape,! and! partial! vaccine!
escape!(Chakraborty!et!al.,!2022a:!Chakraborty!et!al.,!2022b).!One!of!the!
signi"cant!mutations!is!D614G!which!is!responsible!for!infectivity!and!
re-infectivity.! The!mutation! also! increases!the! ACE2!receptor! binding!
capacity!of!S-glycoprotein!and!also!augments!the!"tness!of!SARS-CoV-2!
variants!(Bhattacharya!et!al.,!2021a:!Plante!et!al.,!2021).!D614G!is!found!
in! all! VOIs! and! VOCs,! and! the! mutation! might! be! the! outcome! of! a!
positive!selection!(Chakraborty!et!al.,!2021j).!
Our!analyses!focused!on!country-wise!and!region-wise!genome!sequences!and!their!submission!patterns,!molecular!phylogenetics,!scatter!
plots!of!the!cluster!evaluation,!country-wise!geographical!distribution!
and!transmission!pattern,!frequencies,!and!entropy!diversity!mutational!
landscape!of!B.1.1.7!and!B.1.617.2.!Finally,!we!evaluated!the!comparative! receptor! binding! (hACE2)! pattern! with! the! Wuhan! strain,! VOC!
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entropy!or!higher!entropy-enthalpy!in!the!protein!helps!to!interact!with!
ligand!molecules,!and!the!whole!entropy!is!linked!with!protein!binding!
(Du!et!al.,!2016;!Fenley!et!al.,!2012).!The!augmented!entropy!condition!
of!the!S-glycoprotein!of!the!B.1.617.2!variant!may!support!the!binding!of!
ACE2!and!spike!RBD,!and!this!property!supports!the!infective!nature!of!
this!variant.!
This!study!also!performed!a!comparative!genomics!analysis!of!these!
two! variants.! The! distribution! pattern! and! country-wise! genome!
sequence!submission!pattern!in!the!depository!server!showed!the!further!
spread! of!these!two!signi"cant!variants! worldwide.!This! evolutionary!
epidemiology! study! directs! phylogenetic! analysis! associated! with! the!
additional!adaptation!of!these!two!variants.!It!may!help!in!the!future!to!
continue!evidence-based!research!on!the!evolutionary!changes!of!these!
two! variants,! which! may! be! substantial! for! public! health! measures.!
Recently,!Day!et!al.!described!the!evolutionary!epidemiology!of!SARS-!
CoV-2,!where!they!described!the!importance!of!genome-wide!analysis!
of!mutational!events!and!genome-wide!analysis!of!entropy!calculations!
(Day!et!al.,!2020).!We!can!also!understand!the!individual!variants!shared!
mutations! with! other! variants! using! bioinformatics! and! molecular!
phylogenetics.!This!will!help!us!understand!the!epidemiological!characteristics!and!activity!of!circulating!variants!and!guide!us!to!formulate!
strategies!for!pandemic!response!(Bauer!et!al.,!2020).!

7. Conclusion!
In! conclusion,! we! found! the! increased! molecular! interactivity! between! hACE2-RBD! binding! of! these! two! variants! compared! to! the!
Wuhan! reference! strain.! The! augmented! receptor! binding! pattern! of!
B.1.1.7!and!B.1.617.2!might!help!to!increase!the!infectivity!compared!to!
the!Wuhan!reference!strain.!Therefore,!these!two!variants!are!accountable! for! the! second! wave! generation! in! the! UK! and! India.! Some! researchers! have! attempted! to! identify! different! properties,! such! as!
transmissibility!and!reinfection!possibility!of!the!newly!emerged.B.1.1.7!
variant.! Our! study! has! provided! a! better! understanding! of! molecular!
phylogenetics,! the! cluster! of! evaluation,! and! these! two! variants’
country-wise!geographical!distribution!patterns.!Furthermore,!we!have!
attempted! to! understand! comparative! genomics! and! comprehend! the!
different! mutations! related! to! viral! replication! rate! in! terms! of! infectivity.! We! also! attempted! to! understand! the! signi"cant! mutations! in!
their! structural! and! functional! landscape.! In! the! future,! researchers!
might! develop! intervention! strategies!for! these! essential! mutations! to!
stop!the!spread!of!these!variants,!which!has!public!health!implications!to!
control! the! wave! of! the! pandemic! period.! Finally,! we! explored! the!
binding! association! of! the! RBD! and! hACE2! of! these! new! variants!
compared! to! the! Wuhan! strain.! Consequently,! the! structural! study! of!
signi"cant! mutations! will! provide! a! strong! foundation! for! structure-!
based!drug!design!using!these!mutations!against!emerging!variants!to!
"ght!against!the!COVID-19!pandemic.!

5. Limitation!of!the!study!
The!study!has!performed!a!comprehensive!analysis!of!comparative!
genomics,!evolutionary!epidemiology,!and!RBD-hACE2!receptor!binding!pattern!of!two!signi"cant!variants,!Alpha!and!Delta.!Moreover,!the!
study!revealed!the!pandemic!response!in!UK!and!India!due!to!the!variants.! The! study! was! performed! through! computational! biology! approaches.!In!this!study,!we!have!performed!molecular!dynamics!(MD)!
simulations.! We! could! not! achieve! very! high! resolution! (200! ns! or!
above)!due!to!resource!invalidity,!which!is!a!limitation!of!our!study.!
However,!to!curtail!the!COVID-19!pandemic,!any!kind!of!data!produced,!even!through!bioinformatics!methods!for!Alpha!and!Delta!variants,!is!necessary!for!future!researchers!and!society.!These!two!variants!
have!been!marked!as!VOI!by!WHO!and!made!the!pandemic!more!serious!
in!UK!and!India.!From!this!point!of!view,!our!data!is!very!signi"cant!and!
highly!bene"cial!for!society.!However,!all!the!data!needs!to!be!validated!
through!in!vitro!and!in!vivo!methods,!another!limitation!of!the!study.!We!
urgently!urge!future!researchers!to!validate!our!data!through!in!vitro!and!
in! vivo! analysis! to! end! the! pandemic! crisis! and! prepare! for! a! future!
pandemic.!
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This!study!of!the!evolutionary!epidemiology!of!these!two!SARS-CoV-!
2! variants! will! help! understand! the! emergence! and! their! geographic!
spread.!It!can!also!be!related!to!the!epidemiological!pattern!and!infectivity.! The! evolution! pattern! of! these! two! variants! might! explain! the!
dynamic!behavior!patterns!of!these!two!new!emerging!variants.!With!the!
help! of! these! primary! data,! one! can! comprehend! the! epidemiological!
dynamics,! transmission! rates,! asymptomatic! infections,! disease! progression,!and!virulence!patterns.!The!data!will!help!better!understand!
future!researchers!to!illustrate!the!evolutionary!mechanism!and!develop!
an!epidemiological!model!in!the!future.!
Conversely,! the! genome! sequences! of! B.1.1.7! and! B.1.617.2! were!
deposited! in! more!than! 100! countries.!Therefore,! these! variants!have!
already!spread!in!countries!other!than!the!country!of!origin,!which!is!a!
severe! concern.! More! data! are! urgently! required! to! understand! the!
epidemiological! characteristics,! including! reinfection! possibility,!
severity,! transmissibility,! activity! against! the! nAb,! nAb! escape! phenomena,! and! partial! vaccine! escape! event! of! B.1.1.7! and! B.1.617.2!
variant.! Understanding! the! molecular! mechanism! might! help! to! "ght!
against!the!pandemic!in!a!stipulated!time.!
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